DETENTION AS THE DEFAULT

How Greece, with the support of the EU, is generalizing administrative detention of migrants
Putting migrants and asylum seekers into detention for administrative reasons is a common practice in Greece, despite this policy contravening human rights. Greek authorities are using detention and the new EU-funded closed compounds as a way to discourage people from seeking asylum in Europe. Detention, as outlined in Greek law, should only be used as a final resort and only then in specific instances. Detention carries with it not only a financial cost, but also a considerable moral cost. Detention without just cause violates basic human rights, such as freedom of movement, the right to health and the right to family life. Alternatives to detention exist and must be prioritized.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Detention of migrants in Greece has increased considerably in recent years. Until 2020, Greek law stated that detention could be used only as a last resort. However, as of July 2021, 3,000 migrants were in administrative detention, meaning that they were detained without any criminal charges against them. Of these, nearly half (46%) had been detained for more than six months.

Greece recently passed legislation making it possible for the authorities to detain people seeking asylum. This was followed by a change to the law to give the authorities the power to put non-asylum-seeking migrants into detention without examining alternative measures. Both legislative changes undermine the right to freedom of movement and threaten access to asylum procedures.

These measures brought in by the Greek government are making detention the rule rather than the exception.

This paper determines seven distinct categories of people who are being detained unfairly:

1. People seeking asylum while already in detention.
2. People with no papers.
3. Asylum seekers who violate the geographical restrictions imposed on them.
4. All asylum seekers arriving on the island of Kos.
5. Migrants and refugees being detained before allegedly being pushed back.
6. People seeking asylum while not in detention.
7. Asylum seekers whose asylum applications have been impossible due to administrative deficiencies.

The duration of detention differs depending on whether the person is an asylum seeker or a non-asylum-seeking migrant. Recent changes to the law have made it possible to extend the detention period for asylum seekers to 18 months. For non-asylum seekers, detention often exceeds six months.

The Greek authorities refuse to examine alternatives to detention, even in cases where a deportation decision has been made but cannot be implemented. Turkey, for example, has been refusing returns of migrants and asylum seekers from Greece due to COVID-19 restrictions. Individuals who would have been returned are now being placed in detention instead of less harsh alternatives.

The administrative courts can decide to place or keep someone in detention in two instances: an approval to extend detention on the courts’ own initiative, and an examination of appeal by the detainee. The courts too often approve the extension of detention on their own authority, which shows a structural problem and underlines the importance of legal aid for detention cases.

Detention conditions have been strongly criticized, with the European Court of Human Rights finding that they may even violate Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights.
Rights – i.e. the prohibition of inhuman and/or degrading treatment or punishment. This criticism has, however, fallen on deaf ears.

One in five people in detention are held for a prolonged period in police cells that were designed to hold people for just a few hours. They are locked in 24 hours a day in unacceptable conditions.

People with vulnerabilities, such as single women, children and persons with serious mental health problems, are also being detained. This is happening even though the practice of detaining children in police stations has been abolished by law due to international pressure. Children without parents or guardians are also being illegally detained.

Any discussion about alternative measures to detention must begin with the acknowledgement that the deprivation of personal freedoms should always be a last resort. While migration and asylum legislation acknowledges the possibility of alternatives to detention, in practice, the Greek authorities prioritize detention. Alternatives to detention (such as reporting regularly to a police station – an option commonly used for suspects of criminal offences awaiting trial) are already enshrined in law. These alternatives are much more proportionate and do not violate the human right not to be detained without good reason.

This increasing tendency to opt for detention, alongside the building of five new European Union (EU)-funded ‘closed and controlled’ Multipurpose Reception and Identification Centres, is not in line with EU and Greek law. Major legislative and policy changes are needed to bring Greece back in line with the rule of law. These include:

- Ending prolonged detention in police stations.
- Ending detention for those people who do not have a real and immediate possibility of return.
- Avoiding the generalization of detention demonstrated by the construction of ‘closed and controlled’ centres.
- Ensuring detention on the grounds of public order and national security is not used to penalize asylum seeking.
- Ensuring that children are not detained.
- Mandating a short time limit for detention.
- Establishing a legislative provision for a judicial decision as a necessary condition for detention.
- Ensuring an individual assessment by the authorities of the risk of absconding.
- Ensuring the provision of effective legal aid for people in detention.
1 INTRODUCTION

Since 2016, Greece has been the sandbox for the development of new European asylum policies. In the absence of EU-wide consensus on the reform and harmonization of the Common European Asylum System, the Greek government, with the support of the European Commission, has reformed its laws and practices. One of these practices is the increased use of administrative detention to control and deter asylum seekers and restrict their freedoms.2

This report looks at the practice of administrative detention of migrants in Greece. It examines how widespread the practice is, its compatibility with human rights (especially the duration of detention and detention of persons with vulnerabilities) and suggests alternatives to detention. The paper describes the legal provisions on administrative detention and the instances in which the authorities use administrative detention, especially concerning asylum seekers. The paper also features testimonies from people who have been detained while seeking asylum.

According to existing legislation and in accordance with EU administrative law, detention of asylum seekers should only be used as a last resort. Depriving people of their freedom is dehumanizing and should not be undertaken unless all other options have been considered, especially in relation to people who are simply seeking safety. As there are alternatives to detention that are not being utilized, detaining people for immigration reasons is therefore a political choice. Our research shows that the Greek authorities, rather than looking at alternatives, are imposing detention in a generalized manner, including on asylum seekers. This generalized detention is often prolonged due to administrative delays and comes at the cost of migrants’ rights. Greek legislation allows for this generalized trend of detention.

A recent amendment to the law gave Greek authorities the power to impose detention on undocumented migrants without first examining the possibility of alternative measures. The Greek authorities also appear to be promoting the EU-introduced model of ‘closed and controlled’ centres as a means of controlling the movement and living conditions of the refugee population. Images from the recently opened centre in Samos, which is due to house 3,000 asylum seekers, reveal the reality of generalized detention – a breach of the right to liberty and a dead end for the purpose of integration. It is important to note that the construction of this new ‘closed and controlled center’ is fully funded by the Asylum, Migration & Integration Fund of the European Union.3
2 DETENTION: AN INCREASING TRENDS

As of 30 June 2021, 2,392 people were being detained in seven Pre-Removal Detention Centres (PROKEKA) in Greece (Amygdaleza, Tavros, Korinthos, Paranesti, Xanthis, Fylakio and Kos).4 According to data provided to the Greek Parliament by the Ministry of Citizen Protection, 1,109 of these people (nearly 50%) had been detained for more than six months. Apart from the people in PROKEKA, a further 601 people were being detained in police stations. This makes a total of 2,993 people in detention as of 30 June 2021.5

The total number of migrants issued detention orders increased considerably between 2016 and 2019. Asylum seekers comprise the majority of detention decisions. In 2016, the total number of persons issued detention decisions was 14,864, of which 4,072 were asylum seekers. By 2019, this number had doubled to 30,007.6

Figure 1: Between 2016 and 2019, the number of detainees doubled

A decrease in detention decisions occurred in 2020, with a total of 14,993 detention decisions issued throughout the year, of which 10,130 applied to asylum seekers.7 This decrease can be attributed both to movement restrictions because of the pandemic and fewer arrivals in the Greek islands. At the end of 2020, there were 2,408 people in detention in pre-removal centres, compared with 2,847 at the end of 2019.

The divergence in these numbers comes from the fact that the migrants issued detention decisions were not all detained at the same time or in some cases, not detained at all. Additionally, the duration of the detentions varies from several days to many months. Still, according to the most recent data, in the first six months of 2021, there were 9,575 decisions for administrative detention, which represents a significant reduction compared with 2020. The majority (7,247) were issued under the provisions of L3907/2011 (concerning returns), 1,980 under L.3386/2005 (concerning deportations), and only 348 under the provisions of L4636/2019 (concerning asylum law).8
**DURATION OF DETENTION**

As noted earlier, as of 30 June 2021, nearly half of all migrants in detention had been detained for more than six months. The duration of detention differs depending on whether it refers to asylum seekers or to migrants with no asylum status. In the case of asylum seekers, recent Greek legislation outlines a 50-day detention period. There may be consecutive decisions that prolong the detention for another 50 days at a time (any extension has to be justified on the same grounds as the initial decision). The maximum time limit for this potential series of extensions is 18 months. Recent law explicitly exempts the time that a person may have been detained on the grounds of a previous deportation or return decision. Given that detention under the legal provisions on deportation and return (L.3907/2011 and L.3386/2005) may also be prolonged for up to 18 months, theoretically it is possible that people can be detained for up to 36 months – simply for being a migrant.

There is controversy about from what point in time detention starts to count for asylum seekers who apply for asylum while in detention. Although a fair interpretation of the law would be that the time limit starts from the first day of detention, in practice, the authorities consider it to begin at the time the asylum application is forwarded to the local Regional Asylum Office. Yet there are often considerable delays – of up to five months – in registering receipt of asylum applications from those in detention. The result is an extension of detention, which can exceed the maximum time limit, through no fault of the person submitting the application. This also a clear violation of the law, which states that ‘delays in administrative procedures [which] cannot be attributed to the applicant shall not justify the prolongation of detention’. In practice, the legislative reform of 2019 has extended the actual time during which asylum seekers remain in detention.

For migrants with no legal status of residence (whether individuals that have not applied for asylum or asylum applicants whose application was rejected in the second instance), legislation states a possible detention period of six months that may be prolonged up to 18 months. In practice, detention often lasts longer than six months.
3 LEGISLATION ON DETENTION

DETENTION OF ASYLUM SEEKERS

As a rule, international law prohibits the penalizing of a person who has entered a country to seek asylum. While every asylum application should be examined by competent authorities, EU law permits the use of detention during this process only in very specific circumstances. Greek legislation, at first glance, respects this principle as it states that “a third country national... that seeks international protection is not detained for the reason only that [s]he has applied for international protection and the fact that [s] he has entered the country illegally and remains with no residence permit”. Despite this, there has been an increased use of detention in the implementation of the law and as a consequence, asylum seekers are likely to find themselves in detention, regardless of their individual circumstances.

In 2019, Greece introduced a new piece of legislation which meant that people applying for asylum could be detained based on a list of grounds linked to their asylum application. This includes the determination of their identity, risk to national security and public order, and risk of absconding. According to Greek and EU law, people who are in detention and apply for asylum can only remain detained after individual evaluation and if no alternative measures can be implemented.

This legislation also states that the authority responsible for issuing a decision on detention must provide a written administrative decision including a proper justification for the decision. This should include the duration of the detention, the detainee’s rights, and the possibility of legal aid.

The Council of State notes that danger to public order has to be ‘specifically justified’, while the Court of Justice of the EU states that the behaviour of the migrant has to comprise a ‘real and present’ danger to public order. The Greek Ombudsman has itself remarked that there is an abuse of administrative detention based on the invocation of public order and national security concerns. Moreover, the Returns Directive 2008/115/EC does not provide for detention on public order grounds, and thus the relevant provision of Article 30 (1) c, which gives this power to the Police Directorate, is clearly a misinterpretation of EU law. Any threat to public order should be based on a specific accusation addressed to the applicant by the competent judicial authorities.

In summary, the new legislation outlines the reasons why asylum seekers may be detained. While it does not, on the surface, seem to put those who apply for asylum while in detention in a worse position than those who apply while not in detention, that is not the case in practice.

Government figures show that in 2020, 4,062 asylum seekers applied for asylum while in detention, most of whom remained in detention while their application was assessed. Of those applications, more than 90% (3,692) were rejected; only 316 (7.8%) were accepted. Another 79 decisions awarded subsidiary protection to the applicants.
DETENTION OF NON-ASYLUM-SEEKING MIGRANTS

Greek law dictates that people who enter Greece irregularly, without the proper documentation, can be detained in certain cases. Often, the Greek authorities issue a deportation decision and, pending deportation, a high percentage of irregular migrants are detained.24 People living in the country without proper residence permits can also receive an order of detention and return.25

In May 2020, the Greek legislature amended the law, which stated that detention for the purpose of return should be applied as a last resort. The amendment changed the wording to give the authorities the power to impose detention without the obligation to examine alternative measures.

This change means that detention is now the rule rather than the exception. This legal amendment is also in violation of the EU law on returns, which only permits detention when there is no option for ‘less coercive measures’.26

APPEALS AND JUDICIAL REVIEW OFFER INSUFFICIENT PROTECTION

Detention seems to be the rule rather than the exception where the decision is for return or deportation. As of July 2021, of the 1,990 deportation decisions, almost all (1,980, or 99.4%) imposed detention. This percentage in detention drops to 64% for those issued return decisions.27 Judicial reviews rarely overturn these decisions; with less than the 1% of detention decisions being overturned, while only about one in eight detention decisions have been contested by the detainees before the administrative courts.28

‘Third-country nationals subject to return procedures … are placed in detention in order to prepare the return and carry out the removal process. In case that the competent officer considers that

a) there is no risk of absconding,

b) the third country national concerned is cooperative and does not hamper the preparation of return of the removal process or

c) there are no national security reason.

Other less coercive measures are applied as is provided in para.3 of Art.22 if considered effective.’

As in accordance with the new wording of L3907/2011 as amended by L4686/2020.
4 TESTIMONIES OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN DETAINED

Detention of asylum seekers and migrants is not a humane situation. Recovering from the experience is difficult and sometimes impossible.

Detention itself can cause trauma and the poor living conditions in detention add to the problem. People live in cramped environments, sometimes in police cells, without any access to psychological help, and are often held for an indefinite period of time. The mental strain this causes has led to deaths by suicide as well are prevented people from receiving necessary medical treatment.

In March 2021, two people died while in detention. The first case concerned a young man in his 20s who had already been detained for 16 months. He died by suicide in the detention centre at Korinthos upon learning that his detention would be extended again. The second case concerned a 44-year-old man in Kos, where people applying for asylum receive blanket detention decisions. He died in detention while waiting for medical care for a treatable disease.

The people interviewed as part of this research spoke of a feeling of total abandonment. They described how their living conditions while in detention have affected their mental health and well-being. These testimonies confirm that detention should not be an option for people who are simply seeking safety and should be the last resort for migrants not seeking asylum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulties navigating the asylum application system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abdul* is a young Afghan man who was in Greece for two years. For more than three months, he tried to apply for asylum. But he faced many challenges in his asylum application, due to well-documented barriers such as the difficulties involved in the online Skype system. Abdul was put in detention as he was unable to apply for asylum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I miss everything out there. It is the first time I am being detained and I am very scared. I need to get out of here, I need legal documents and just a living space to call my own. I have no one here.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While he did not complain about his treatment while in detention, the interview was held under constant police supervision. Abdul did mention that he had developed a skin condition due to bugs in the mattresses, indicating the poor hygiene situation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Joseph,* from the Democratic Republic of Congo, was detained for two-and-a-half months in three different police stations in Athens.

The conditions in each station were inhumane. Detainees were locked up 24 hours a day, not even allowed a short walk. There was no drinking water in the cell. Detainees were forced to drink water from the toilet, which they could only access with permission from the guards. Cells were very small, with up to eight people sharing. Often there were not enough beds, so people slept on the floor.

Asked if they had been given any soap, Joseph said ‘jamais, jamais, jamais’ (never, never, never). He gives the same answer when asked about toilet paper.

Joseph was beaten while in the cells and was refused the medication he was on (anti-depressants). He was called ‘Mavro’ (Μαύρο – black) by the police guards. He was released in July 2021 after legal action by the Greek Council for Refugees.

His mental health was so fragile that after leaving detention, he was hospitalized for nearly a month.

Omar,* a Syrian man, was in administrative detention for nine-and-a-half months. Despite undergoing the asylum process, he was put in detention on the grounds of public order. He spent seven months in the headquarters of the Greek police (at Petrou Ralli) in Athens and two months in the detention centre at Amygdaleza.

‘There was a major difference between the two centres… In Amygdaleza you could keep and use your mobile phone, you could use the toilet freely, you could buy your own meal, you could have visits. But, most important, you could move freely inside the camp. In Petrou Ralli, we were locked in our cells for 22 hours a day – no mobile phone, no visits, disgusting food. We often had to beg the guards to unlock us to go to the toilet. And sometimes this was not even possible.’

Omar was detained when he went to give his fingerprints as part of the asylum procedure. He shared a cell of about 12 square metres with four other people. The detainees slept on mattresses infested with bed bugs. The guards shouted at them and sometimes acted violently towards the detainees. Omar witnessed one man being beaten by guards because he did not enter his cell quickly enough. Omar believes that this violence had the silent approval of the heads of the detention centre. He says that no such incident happened in Amygdaleza while he was there.

Omar was released in June 2021 after legal action by the Greek Council for Refugees.
A survivor of sexual and gender-based violence ignored

Gloria* is a woman from Togo. She asked for international protection after a forced marriage at 15 years old to an elderly man. She suffered intense domestic violence and did not get any protection from the Togolese authorities. She entered Greece via the island of Kos in February 2021 and immediately expressed her desire for international protection. However, she received a decision of return with readmission to Turkey as well as a detention decision within days. The detention decision had as justification the need to ‘verify of the details of her application’. She was held in detention in the Pre-Departure Center of Kos.

The external medical assessment (limited to the question if she suffered from an illness) ignored Gloria’s vulnerability as a survivor of sexual and gender-based violence. This case is an example of how the lack of a vulnerability evaluation and the practice of ‘automatic detention’ as followed by authorities in Kos can lead to the worsening in the conditions of women and other persons with vulnerabilities.

Her vulnerability as a survivor of sexual and gender-based violence was stated again during her interview with the Asylum Service. In March 2021, Gloria was notified that her application was rejected as manifestly unfounded (safe country of origin). In March 2021, while the second instance decision was pending, Gloria experienced intense pain in her left eye and asked the police for help. Her request was ignored by the authorities, but a legal aid actor referred her to health services. Her medical examination discovered possible glaucoma and concluded she was in a severe psychological state. The detention centre scheduled an examination in Kos Hospital.

Her deteriorating condition allowed for an objection against her detention before the Administrative Court of Rhodes, claiming that the detention measure was inappropriate for this specific vulnerable applicant. This objection was overruled stating that the detainee was receiving sufficient medical help in the detention centre. She therefore remained in very poor psychological and physical condition as she received a second instance rejection on the basis of the safe country of origin approach. Meanwhile, her detention was extended for an unspecified period of time as Turkey has not been accepting readmissions since March 2020.

In July 2021, after failing to receive treatment from a psychiatric hospital in June, Gloria attempted suicide in her cell. She was saved by the guards and was transferred to Leros psychiatric clinic, where she was hospitalized.

With the legal support of the Greek Council for Refugees, she was released from detention.

Detainees denied vital medical treatment

Amir-Ali* is an Iranian asylum seeker who applied for asylum while in administrative detention. He is classed as highly vulnerable as he had previously undergone a kidney transplant and needs medication and ongoing treatment to prevent his body rejecting the transplanted organ. But he could not get this vital medication while in detention, even though the facility’s doctor urged immediate access to it as his condition was life-threatening. This was a month after Amir-Ali was put in detention.

Despite the gravity of his situation, when the Greek Council for Refugees took on the case at the beginning of September 2021, Amir-Ali was still in detention. He was experiencing severe feelings of anxiety and despair as well as fearing for his life due to the ongoing lack of medication.

Through the intervention of both the Greek Council for Refugees and the Greek Ombudsman, Amir-Ali was finally released.
Mohammed* arrived in Greece as an unaccompanied minor in 2018. He was forced to flee his home country due to ethnic discrimination. After a year of waiting, the Greek authorities approved his request to be reunited with his family, who were living in another European country. His flight was scheduled for March 2020 but was cancelled due to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. This left him stranded in Greece.

During this time, Mohammed turned 18 and was forced to move out of the youth centre. He moved into an apartment, where, after an incident, he called the police fearing for his safety. Instead of helping him, the police placed him in administrative detention. He remained in detention until his application for asylum was assessed. This is despite the fact that Mohammed had already undergone all relevant legal processes, and his transfer to reunite with his family had been approved and was pending implementation by the Greek state. He was held in detention for eight months.

The Greek Council for Refugees took up Mohammed’s case in July 2021. It was clear that there was no legal justification for his detention. It also became clear that it amounted to a violation of Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights (the prohibition of torture and inhuman and degrading treatment) due to the dire living conditions in detention. His cell was dirty, humid, full of insects, and had insufficient light and ventilation. He lacked any type of access to recreational activities such as a book or television; he had very limited access to open air, as he was living in a highly substandard prison-like courtyard (cement walls and barbed wire); there were no clean sheets; and he was not given any personal hygiene products (such as soap). There was little food and the food that was provided was of poor quality. Mohammed also lacked any access to mental health support, despite experiencing feelings of isolation, despair, anxiety and humiliation that were intensified by his living conditions.

During this time, Mohammed thought that he was waiting for the Covid-related measures to be lifted so that he could finally fly out of the country to be reunited with his family. Yet unknown to him, the deadline for doing so had already come and gone. It was a truly Kafkaesque situation: he was unable to be transferred on time because the Greek Dublin Unit could not find him while he was languishing in administrative detention.

In July 2021, in total despair, Mohammed attempted suicide and was hospitalized. Despite suffering poor physical and mental health, he was then transferred directly from the hospital back to his cell. Following multiple interventions by a lawyer acting for the Greek Council for Refugees, a further attempt was made by the Dublin Unit to reunite him with his family. In mid-September 2021, Mohammed was escorted from his cell to the airport, after eight months of arbitrary detention that nearly cost him his life. After reaching his destination, he contacted the lawyer to let him know that he was finally with his family.

*Testimonies provided with consent from interviewees and names changed to protect their anonymity.
5 Why some migrants are more likely to be detained

The practice of detention by the Greek authorities is unequal, with some groups more likely to be detained than others. Greek legislation does not restrict the use of detention to specific or exceptional cases. Instead, it applies detention to certain groups of migrants who fulfil specific criteria – sometimes without the necessary legal basis for doing so. We describe these groups here.

Asylum seekers who apply for protection when not in detention

As noted earlier, the law makes it possible to detain asylum seekers who applied for protection when not in detention. In many cases, this detention is imposed arbitrarily and without examining possible alternative measures, despite the status of the detainees as asylum seekers. The competent authorities often justify detention decisions against asylum seekers on the grounds that they pose a danger to public order or national security. There are also cases where detention is imposed for reasons not outlined in legislation, such as due to a breach of geographical restrictions or possession of forged documents.31

Asylum seekers who apply for protection while in detention

As already mentioned, a very high percentage of asylum seekers who apply for protection while already in detention remain in detention. This is in clear contrast to the law, which indicates that detention – even in this case – should be the exception rather than the rule.32

Asylum seekers arrested on the mainland for violating geographical restrictions

In addition to the general reasons for detention that are listed in Greek law, the authorities have introduced several measures linked to Greece’s geography. Since the announcement of the EU-Turkey Statement in March 2016, the EU has supported Greece to restrict asylum seekers to the Aegean islands closest to Turkey, from which they can be returned after a short assessment. To implement this arrangement, Greece began to restrict the movement of asylum seekers arriving from Turkey, bringing in a number of new measures.
The first measure was a geographical restriction – an order prohibiting asylum seekers from leaving the Aegean islands on which their case is being examined.

Detention for non-compliance with this geographical restriction is not provided for under Greek law. Yet the authorities often arrest individuals for infringing the geographical restriction if they entered the country from five islands (Lesbos, Chios, Leros, Samos or Kos). The legal basis for this type of detention stems from a Police Circular issued on 18 June 2016. Yet two years later, this very decision to impose geographical restrictions was annulled by the Council of State, the highest Administrative Court in the country, as incompatible with the Geneva Convention and the European Convention on Human Rights. Despite it contravening international law, asylum seekers arrested for infringement of the geographical restriction are returned from the mainland to the islands.

In 2020, a total of 282 asylum seekers were apprehended and returned to the islands for this reason.

**ASYLUM SEEKERS ARRIVING IN KOS**

A ‘pilot project’ was implemented in May 2018 on the islands of Kos and Lesbos. Asylum seekers coming from countries with an asylum recognition rate lower than 33% were immediately placed into detention upon arrival and remained in detention during the whole asylum application procedure. This policy was tightened even further in 2020, when new legislation created a 25-day period of ‘restriction of movement’ for newly arrived persons so that they might be subject to the identification procedure. In practice, this has led to the generalized detention of any person arriving in Kos since 1 January 2020. In Lesbos, this practice was abandoned after the fire that destroyed the detention centre inside Moria camp.

**ASYLUM SEEKERS FOR WHOM APPLICATION FOR ASYLUM WAS IMPOSSIBLE DUE TO ADMINISTRATIVE DEFICIENCIES**

There are many cases where asylum seekers were prevented from applying for asylum due to lack of access to the Asylum Service. In some cases, it seems that applicants tried unsuccessfully to register via the inefficient Skype portal provided by the Asylum Service. The individuals involved in these cases remained unregistered and are subject to arrest and detention.

**MIGRANTS WITH NO RESIDENCE PERMIT**

Migrants who lack a legal residence permit in Greece are detained while the authorities process their deportation or return. Detention takes place in the Pre-Removal Centres on the mainland. Asylum seekers whose application has been rejected in the second instance may also be included in this group; after receiving a second instance decision, they are downgraded to the status of undocumented migrants.
MIGRANTS IN DETENTION PENDING TRANSFER TO RECEPTION AND IDENTIFICATION CENTRES

This practice has been most evident in the Evros region at times of increased arrivals, despite the fact that it is not provided for in national legislation. Article 39 (1) L.4636/2019 stipulates that new arrivals should be referred directly to a reception and identification centre.42

MIGRANTS DETAINED BEFORE BEING ALLEGEDLY PUSHED BACK

Pushback allegations have been consistently reported in recent years, becoming more intense and chronic since 2020. Institutions such as the European Commission,43 the European Parliament’s Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs (LIBE)44 and the UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants45 consider those allegations to be serious. Detention in these cases includes arrest, short arbitrary detention under poor or even humiliating conditions, and informal forced return to Turkey, in clear violation of international and EU law.46

UNACCOMPANIED MINORS IN PROTECTIVE CUSTODY

Despite the positive step to disallow the detention of unaccompanied minors in ‘protective custody’,47 in practice some unaccompanied minors are still detained.

The fact that detention is imposed upon so many different groups of people indicates that the practice has become generalized against migrants. Rather than being a practice of last resort, it has become the rule.
6 CONDITIONS IN DETENTION INFRINGE ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND DIGNITY

Even when the use of detention is justified by law, there have been many reports of asylum seekers being kept in conditions that violate their rights and dignity.

There are huge differences between the conditions of detention in police stations and those in Pre-Removal Centres. About 25% of people who are detained are held in police stations throughout the country, while most migrants are detained in one of the seven Pre-Removal Centres.

DETENTION IN POLICE STATIONS

Detention in police stations or other places under the responsibility of the police (including border police stations, the Police Directorate building, and the police station at Athens airport) seems to be the harshest form. Cells are designed for only a few hours’ detention, but migrants are often detained there for much longer periods, with no outdoor access, no access to a natural light source and no privacy. They are also often detained in the same cells as suspects of serious crimes. There is no access to an interpreter and no medical or psychological services are provided.

The European Court of Human Rights, in two separate cases in 2018 and 2019, ruled that prolonged detention in police stations constitutes a breach of Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights, noting that ‘police stations per se … are places designed to accommodate people for a short time only’.48 Despite this, Greek authorities continue this unacceptable practice and ignore the ruling.

DETENTION CONDITIONS IN PRE-REMOVAL CENTRES

Reports suggest a range of poor conditions in Pre-Removal Centres. While some are specific to each centre, others are common to all. The most common problems are as follows:49

• Lack of medical personnel. Recent data confirm that only 10 doctors are available for 2,392 detainees in the seven Pre-Removal Centres.50
• Lack of interpreters. Two of the Pre-Removal Centres have no interpreters at all, while others have insufficient numbers of interpreters for those detained.
• Lack of mental health specialists. There are only nine psychologists available across all seven centres. In total, there are just 34 medical and psychosocial support staff for the seven Pre-Removal Centres (doctors, psychiatrists, nurses, psychologists, interpreters and social workers), a reduction on 2020.51
- Lack of recreational activities. There is limited or no access to outdoor time or indoor leisure such as a television.
- Inadequate facilities and infrastructure. There is a lack of sanitary facilities, ventilation, heating and cleaning services.

Conditions for people in detention have long been criticized by civil society organizations. Moreover, detention conditions have been ruled incompatible with the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) by the European Court of Human Rights, and criticized by international organizations such as the United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) and the Council of Europe’s Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT).

Specifically, UNHCR noted in 2019 that ‘conditions and procedural safeguards continue to be problematic. […] Some of the main deficiencies of concern to UNHCR include […] seriously substantial substandard conditions of detention in the pre-removal centers, in particular in P. Ralli [Petrou Ralli] in Athens and Fylakio at Evros.’ 52

These major problems were also pointed out by the Greek Ombudsman in June 2021. 53

In 2020, the CPT called upon the Greek authorities to ‘… change the current approach towards immigration detention [and] to take decisive steps … to reform their immigration detention system [in line with] European values and norms’. 54 Although things seem to have improved since 2011, when the CPT – for the first and only time with regards to an EU Member State – issued a public statement concerning the detention conditions of migrants, the strong criticism remains. Its 2020 report notes that ‘regrettably, despite repeated recommendations by the Committee, the approach of Greek authorities has not evolved substantially’. 55

IN DENIAL: LACK OF RECOGNITION BY GREECE ON INHUMANE CONDITIONS IN DETENTION

Finally, it is important to examine how the Greek justice system has addressed (or failed to address) the issue of detention conditions in the context of examination of remedies against detention.

Poor detention conditions have often been invoked by appeal lawyers during detention reviews, as the court must decide not only on the necessity of detention, but also on the compatibility of detention with certain human rights conditions.

The Greek administrative courts have been very reluctant to accept arguments based on the low standards of detention centres. In most cases, these arguments have been rejected as ‘vague and inadmissible’, with justification of detention centres on the basis that ‘direct medical care can be provided […] there is an area available for physical activity and by its nature it is not only intended for short stay’. In other cases, the conditions of detention are not examined at all. 56
7 PROVISIONS FOR VULNERABLE PEOPLE IN DETENTION

THE EXPERIENCES OF WOMEN IN DETENTION

Many international authorities recognize the particular risks faced by women when subjected to immigration detention. The International Organization for Migration (IOM) states that women in detention are more vulnerable to sexual abuse and should ‘be detained in separated facilities and guarded by female warders’, as well as ensured privacy conditions. It is often the case that women in detention have already suffered specific kinds of abuse on which immigration detention might have retraumatizing effects. In this regard, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants has stated that ‘whenever possible, migrant women who are suffering the effects of persecution or abuse, or who are pregnant or nursing infants, should not be detained.’ Furthermore, the Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights has also taken a position against the detention of pregnant women.

Greek law stipulates that women should be detained separately from men, and that the privacy and unity of families in detention should be respected. Women are usually detained in the Pre-Removal Centre in Tavros. However, organizations working in the centres are concerned about the facilities provided and their ability to meet the needs of single women. Specifically, there is a lack of interpreters, medical personnel, psychologists and social workers.

Though there are relatively few women in detention compared with men, and there is a much higher success rate for appeals submitted on behalf of detained women, detention of single vulnerable women in Greece is not uncommon.

In some recent cases, the administrative courts have rejected appeals against detention by survivors of sexual and gender-based violence, by women suffering serious psychiatric illnesses (supported by medical documentation), by survivors of violence in the country of origin, and by women suffering from diabetes and asthma. In an even more striking case, the administrative courts rejected an appeal to leave detention by a heavily pregnant woman, despite deportation being prohibited by law in such cases. This illustrates how the principle of detention as a last resort is being ignored, even for the most vulnerable individuals.

CHILDREN’S EXPERIENCES OF DETENTION

Though the administrative detention of children is not prohibited by law, many international organizations condemn the practice and maintain that alternatives should be found. The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) states that ‘no child shall be deprived of his or her liberty unlawfully or arbitrarily’ (Article 37). The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child has called on states to ‘expeditiously and completely cease the detention of children on the basis of their immigration status’ and ‘adopt
alternatives to detention that fulfil the best interests of the child’ (paragraphs 78 and 79).66

Greek legislation permits the detention of children “… only in exceptional cases … as a last resort solution, only to ensure that they are safely referred to appropriate accommodation facilities for minors”.67 However, in practice children are often detained when alternatives exist.

Detention of children includes detention when their family members are also detained (i.e., when the whole family is subject to detention), and detention of unaccompanied minors.

In the first instance, families with children are often detained despite decisions made by the European Court of Human Rights which indicate that this should not happen.68 Usually, the detention of children alongside family members happens in the context of migration controls.

Unaccompanied minors have been detained in Greece under the status of ‘protective custody’, which has been harshly criticized for various reasons:

1. In practical terms, it entails detention in a police station under conditions even worse than those provided in Pre-Removal Centres.
2. There is no time limit on the duration of protective custody, although it does not usually last for more than a few days.
3. There is no appeal process to question the validity of a decision to place a child in protective custody.

The European Court of Human Rights found in 2019 that automatic detention of unaccompanied minor asylum seekers under protective custody in police stations did not take into consideration the best interests of the child and thus violated Article 5(1) of the European Convention on Human Rights (Right to Liberty and Security).69 It is also often in violation of Article 3 of the Convention due to the conditions of ‘protective custody’ in police stations.70 More recently, on 26 January 2021, the European Committee of Social Rights ruled on a complaint by the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) and the European Council for Refugees and Exiles (ECRE), finding that detention of unaccompanied migrant children under the ‘protective custody’ scheme is a violation of Article 17.1 of the European Social Charter (the right of children and young persons to social, legal and economic protection).71

Under pressure from numerous decisions against the practice, a legislative initiative in 2020 abolished detention as a form of protective custody.72 Despite this, protective custody for unaccompanied minors is still being used in Greece. According to the National Center for Social Solidarity (EKKA), on 15 August 2021 – eight months after the practice was abolished – there were 21 unaccompanied minors in protective custody (down from 28 the previous month).73
8 DETENTION AND DECISIONS ON THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF RETURN

Detention may be imposed when asylum applications are rejected in the second instance. In this case, a return decision (to country of origin) is issued. Detention decisions are often issued and then renewed for more than three months. In this instance, detention serves as a means of safeguarding an individual’s return to Turkey in accordance with the EU-Turkey Statement and the EU-Turkey Readmission Agreement.74

However, since 30 March 2020, Turkey has suspended the return of migrants whose asylum applications were rejected by Greece, invoking COVID-19 restrictions. This suspension was ongoing at the time of writing this report (October 2021). Asylum seekers whose protection claims have been rejected face an impossible situation: the Greek authorities keep them in detention for the stated purpose of returning them to Turkey, while Turkey rejects all returns, with no indication of when it might review this policy.

Despite this Catch-22 situation, the Greek authorities often do not consider – even in cases of impossibility of return to Turkey – alternative measures to detention.

The Greek Ombudsman has recently issued a recommendation in the case of 19 migrants detained in the Pre-Removal Centre on Kos island.75 They had their applications rejected in the second instance and were subsequently kept in detention for more than six months. The Ombudsman concluded that detention cannot be acceptable in the context of the impossibility of return. The Ombudsman reminded the Greek authorities that in such cases, detention contradicts both national and EU legislation. Specifically, Article 30(4) L.3907/2011 stipulates that ‘...when it becomes obvious that there is no reasonable perspective of return for legal or any other reasons ... detention is abrogated and the third country national is released’. In the same vein, the Return Directive 2008/115/EC introduces the principle of proportionality and states that ‘detention is justified only for the preparation of return or for the execution of the deportation procedures and if the application of less forced measures is not enough’.76

Moreover, the European Court of Human Rights has ruled that detention is justified only if procedures for removal are in progress.77 If the procedures are not carried out with due diligence, detention is not justifiable.78
9 ALTERNATIVES TO DETENTION

Discussions on alternatives to detention should begin with an acknowledgement that depriving someone of their personal freedom should be a last resort. As the European Court has reiterated in many cases, authorities should consider the fact that administrative detention is imposed on people who have fled their own country, often in fear of their lives, and who are suffering further trauma and revictimization in the countries that should be hosting them safely and in dignified conditions.79

In Greece, prioritizing alternative measures to detention is mandated by law, but administrative practices do not comply with this. The authorities often use exemption clauses to justify detention, though these practices are illegal. The Greek Council for Refugees has commented that the recent change to the legal framework ‘undermines the general principle that the detention of asylum-seekers should be exceptional and only be resorted to when necessary to achieve a legitimate purpose’.80

Asylum legislation references the possibility of imposing alternative measures to detention, as it states that detention of asylum seekers may be imposed ‘... under the condition that there cannot be implementation of alternative measures as those mentioned in paragraph 3 of Article 22 of L.3907/2011’.81

Those alternative measures mentioned in L.3907/2011 include:
1. The duty to appear before the competent authorities on a regular basis pending his/her removal from the country.
2. The duty to deliver travel documents to the authorities.
3. The duty to stay in a certain place.
4. The duty to deposit a financial guarantee.82

The Greek administrative courts have also imposed – in the context of examination and approval of appeals against detention decisions – the following terms as alternatives to detention:
1. A deadline for departure.
2. An obligation to provide residence and contact information.
3. An obligation to present to the Asylum Service within 10 days to complete the asylum application registration.

The administrative courts have also imposed the same timeline on the authorities in the same context. Instead of extending the detention, authorities can:
1. Transfer the migrant to a reception and identification centre for identification procedures;
2. Transfer the migrant who has stated his/her intention to apply for international protection before the Asylum Service to complete the registration procedure.83

It is unacceptable that 10 years after this legislation was implemented, the Greek authorities have not even tried to implement alternative measures to detention. For example, the amount of the financial guarantee required has not been determined
during the 10 years since the enactment of the law, as the relevant Joint Ministerial Decision is still pending.

Among the alternatives to detention, reporting regularly to a police station appears to be a much less harsh and therefore more suitable alternative that does not violate people’s rights. Indeed, this practice is commonly used for those accused of a criminal offence while they are awaiting trial. Lack of legal status in a country is much less of a threat to public order than individuals who are arrested for committing criminal acts; yet the administrative courts, when considering appeals against a detention decision for Greek suspects of crimes, have prioritized alternatives such as reporting to a police station regularly (once a week or twice a month).84

An obligation to provide residence and contact information is another proportionate alternative measure. However, the Greek authorities and the administrative courts often impose or approve detention decisions by invoking the risk of absconding (on grounds of the applicant’s lack of a permanent residence). Yet they fail to take into account the unique situation of asylum seekers in that they usually cannot secure a housing contract. It is a cruel paradox that a permanent address is often a requirement, yet the Ministry of Asylum and Migration demands that asylum seekers stay in facilities provided by the Ministry, threatening to cut off financial support if this condition is not adhered to.85

The costs of administrative detention are already very high, as detention centres are expensive to build, maintain and operate.86 These funds could be invested in other much needed areas such as integration – a longer-term and more humane solution.
Detaining people seeking asylum in inhumane conditions that violate their human rights and dignity is completely unacceptable, especially when less harsh and more proportionate alternatives to detention are enshrined in national law and supported by international and EU law.

In addition, a number of recent legislative amendments and arbitrary administrative practices undertaken by the Greek authorities are in direct breach of EU law.

The recent amendment of L.3907/11 by Article 51 L.4686/2020 provides for the possibility of detention without the obligation to first examine alternatives. This is contradictory to the Return Directive, which indicates that detention may only be possible ‘unless other sufficient but less coercive measures can be applied effectively in a specific case’.

The lack of an individual assessment and the imposition of detention on the grounds of risk of absconding that are based on a non-exhaustive list of criteria is also not in line with the relevant provision of the EU law which provides that those criteria ‘must be defined by law’.

In addition, detention on the grounds of public order for asylum seekers and recognized refugees is out of the scope of EU law as the Return Directive does not provide for detention for public order reasons.

Finally, the lack of effective legal aid is in clear breach of Article 9(6) of Directive 2013/33/EU, which lays down standards for the reception of applicants for international protection.

This research has highlighted the impact of detention on asylum seekers in Greece. Oxfam and the Greek Council for Refugees call on the Greek government to implement the following changes to legislation to protect the human rights of those seeking asylum:

**ESTABLISH A PROPORTIONATE LIMIT TO THE DURATION OF DETENTION**

Current legislation allows consecutive decisions that may prolong detention for up to 18 months, or even 36 months. This is an extreme provision. Given that the Greek Constitution provides for detention of up to 18 months only in exceptional cases of very serious crimes, it is totally disproportionate to set the same time limit for administrative detention for asylum seekers. A shorter time frame would still be sufficient to allow the authorities to implement any decision to return. If return is not possible, the person in detention should be released.
END DETENTION ON THE GROUNDS OF PUBLIC ORDER AND NATIONAL SECURITY

‘Public order’ and ‘national security’ are vague legal terms. Decisions of detention issued on these grounds often just repeat the wording of the law and do not justify detention after a specific assessment of an individual applicant’s case. Any threat to public order should be based on a specific accusation addressed to the applicant by the competent judicial authorities.

END DETENTION OF CHILDREN

Administrative detention for children is unacceptable. It is not in the best interests of the child and is thus always a disproportionate measure. The legislative abolition of protective custody is to be welcomed, but its full implementation is still pending. Police stations, Pre-Removal Centres and other places of detention should be explicitly defined as unacceptable in which to detain children. Ending the detention of children also means that their parents (where they have custody) are not detained.

END DETENTION IN POLICE STATIONS

There should be no administrative detention in police stations for migrants. Police stations are places for individuals suspected of committing a crime. Police cells are designed for holding people for very short periods of time, and do not provide conditions that respect human dignity.

END DETENTION IN CASES WHERE THERE IS NO REAL AND IMMEDIATE POSSIBILITY OF REMOVAL

Given the COVID-19-related restrictions on returns by Turkey (and possibly other countries), which show no signs of being lifted, thousands of asylum seekers will be unable to be returned any time soon. In this context, it is unreasonable to insist on generalized detention, as its purpose – to ensure that the return or deportation goes ahead – cannot be fulfilled. It is not only inhumane, but also contravenes national and EU legislation to impose a measure of deprivation of personal liberty for a considerable duration with no prospect of removal (return or deportation). Detention – even when imposed as a last resort – should serve a stated goal. When this is not the case, it lacks any legitimacy.
END GENERALIZED DETENTION FOR ASYLUM SEEKERS

Although the Greek government has not fully clarified the restrictions on movement for individuals held in the five new ‘closed and controlled’ Multipurpose Reception and Identification Centres, it is likely that it will amount to detention. Generalization of detention for asylum seekers contradicts national and EU legislation and jurisprudence and amounts to criminalization of the human right to seek asylum.

REQUIRE A JUDICIAL DECISION FOR DETENTION

As detention affects the fundamental right to liberty, the decision to issue a detention order should only be made by an independent authority such as a judge. In practice, Greek police are currently deciding to detain asylum seekers without the involvement of impartial actors – an unjustifiable practice. A legislative amendment is necessary so as to provide for judicial review.

MAKE REAL AND EFFECTIVE LEGAL AID AVAILABLE TO DETAINEES

Access to legal aid is a crucial factor in detention appeals, yet many asylum seekers have no access to free legal aid. Although access to free legal aid, the most recent CPT report noted that ‘... the provision of legal advice for issues related to detention and deportation was generally inadequate in all the detention places visited’.

PROVIDE SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT OF THE RISK OF AN INDIVIDUAL ABSCONGING

Risk of absconding is often used as a reason to issue a detention decision. This research suggests that detention due to the risk of absconding is often prolonged by the police and approved by the administrative courts with no other reason for its extension. Where the risk of absconding is cited as a reason for detention (or extension of detention), there should be an assessment based on the circumstances of the individual application, rather than a general assumption of risk simply because the person is a migrant.

Human right defenders, asylum lawyers and civil society should strongly support the adoption of alternatives to detention. The Greek authorities should seriously examine alternative measures as provided by national and EU legislation. Only in cases where there is a breach of the alternative measures should detention be considered.
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